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Abstract
We define a new probability distribution for Boolean functions of k variables. Consider the random Binary
Search Tree of size n, and label its internal nodes by connectives and its leaves by variables or their negations.
This random process defines a random Boolean expression which represents a random Boolean function.
Finally, let n tend to infinity: the asymptotic distribution on Boolean functions exists; we call it the sprouting
tree distribution. We study this model and compare it with two previously-known distributions induced by
two other random trees: the Catalan tree and the Galton-Watson tree.
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Introduction

Consider the set of Boolean functions on k variables: which probability models on this set are reasonable
and meaningful? The first, natural answer to such a question is to consider the uniform distribution on this
finite set. This distribution was already studied some seventy years ago by Riordan and Shannon [RS42]
who were interested in the complexity of an average Boolean function, the complexity of a Boolean function
being the minimal number of logical connectives (And and Or connectives for example) needed to represent
the Boolean function by a Boolean formula (see [Weg05] for an introduction to the complexity of Boolean
functions). According to this uniform distribution, and asymptotically when the number of variables k
tends to infinity, almost all Boolean functions are of almost maximal complexity; this property is called the
“Shannon effect”.
Much later, Paris et al. [PVW94], Lefmann and Savický [LS97], Chauvin et al. [CFGG04] and others
considered distributions induced by the tree representation of Boolean functions (a survey can be found
in [Gar06]). Boolean formulas can be represented by labelled binary complete trees, where internal nodes
(vertices with degree 2 or 3) are labelled by logical connectives and leaves (vertices with degree 1) by literals,
i.e. variables or their negations. Each such tree computes (represents) a Boolean function. Therefore any
probability distribution over the set of trees induces a specific probability distribution over the set of Boolean
functions. However, as several trees can represent the same Boolean function, the properties of the probability
distribution induced on the set of Boolean functions are not easily seen.
Let us expand this approach. Defining a distribution induced by a random tree representation amounts
to choosing both a logical system (i.e. a set of allowed labels) and a distribution over the set of labelled
trees. Common logical systems are, e.g., the And/Or model (we allow the And and Or connectives, and
positive or negative literals), and the implication model (the only allowed connective is the implication,
and only positive literals are allowed). The And/Or model is complete, i.e. every Boolean function can be
represented in this model; it was studied for example in [PVW94, LS97, CFGG04]. The implication model is
not complete; it was nevertheless studied because of its logical properties and relation to intuitionnistic logic
in [MTZ00, FGGZ07, KZ04, GK09] among others.
Consider first And/Or trees. Lefmann and Savický ([LS97]) and Chauvin et al. ([CFGG04]) have studied
the distribution on Boolean functions stemming from the uniform distribution over the set of all trees of
a given size (the size of a tree being in the present paper the number of its internal nodes). Pick a tree
at random according to this distribution, then label each of its nodes independently and uniformly, i.e.
with And connectives or Or connectives chosen with uniform probability at each internal node, and with
literals uniformly chosen among {x1 , x̄1 , . . . , xk , x̄k } at each leaf. First Lefmann and Savický, then Chauvin
et al., proved that the distribution induced on Boolean functions by such a labelling admits a limiting
distribution when the size of the trees tends to infinity; this asymptotic distribution is often called the
Catalan tree distribution. Chauvin et al. studied it through analytic combinatorics tools (see, e.g., [FS09] for
an introduction to this method) and showed that the Catalan tree distribution gives a larger probability to
low complexity functions than to high complexity functions. This result has been sharpened by Kozik [Koz08]
who used a very general and powerful approach through pattern description: the Catalan tree distribution on
Boolean functions of k variables deeply differs from the uniform law. Kozik also gives a very precise description
of the average (according to the Catalan tree distribution) tree computing a given Boolean function f : this
is a tree computing f and of minimal size, on which has been grafted one large tree of a specific shape. Note
however that the results of Kozik are valid asymptotically when the number k of Boolean variables tends to
infinity, and are not as general as the results of Lefmann and Savický and Chauvin et al.
Chauvin et al. also define another distribution on trees, which in turn leads to another distribution
on Boolean functions, through a stochastic branching process. Consider the binary critical Galton-Watson
process: it is known that this process ends almost surely. Label the resulting random tree uniformly at
random, just as for the Catalan tree. The result is a random labelled tree; its probability distribution again
induces a distribution over the set of Boolean functions, which goes by the name of Galton-Watson tree
distribution. Just as the Catalan tree distribution did, it gives a comparatively larger probability to low
complexity functions [CFGG04].
Concurrently with these results on And/Or trees, similar results were obtained for the implication
model [FGGG08]. Then it was proved by Genitrini and Gittenberger ([GG10]) that neither of the Cata1

lan tree nor the Galton-Watson tree distributions exhibit a Shannon effect. A large part of the studies on
the implication model has also investigated tautologies (trees computing the constant function True), thus
providing a tool to compare intuitionistic and classical logic [GK09]: asymptotically when the number of variables k tends to infinity, almost every tautology has a very simple shape, with respect to both the Catalan
tree distribution and the Galton-Watson tree distribution.
In the present paper, we introduce a new probability distribution induced by the tree representation
of Boolean functions: the sprouting tree distribution. We build a random tree of size n as the result of a
stochastic process inspired from the growing process of a random Binary Search Tree: the tree grows uniformly
from its leaves. Label it uniformly (in the same way as for the Catalan and Galton-Watson models): we
define a distribution over the set of labelled trees of size n. We show in this paper that in both the And/Or
and the implication models, the sequence of distributions induced on Boolean functions by such random trees
admits a limit when the size of the trees tends to infinity, which we call the sprouting tree distribution.
Our new model is equivalent to building a random Boolean expression in a very natural way, as follows:
start with an expression which is simply a literal, then extend it step by step, by picking up uniformly at
random a literal from the expression, then replacing it by a random sub-expression of the shape `1  `2 , where
`1 and `2 are two literals and  is a connective.
The underlying tree (the Binary Search Tree) is more balanced than either the Catalan or the GaltonWatson trees: its expected
√ height is of order ln n, while the expected height of both the Catalan and GaltonWatson trees is of order n. This gives a hint that we may expect the behaviour of the induced distribution
on Boolean functions to differ from the previously-known ones.
The paper is organized as follows: we sum up in Section 2 the results gathered in the literature about
the uniform law (studied by Riordan and Shannon), the Catalan tree distribution and the Galton-Watson
tree distribution. Then we state and prove in Section 3 the main result of this paper: the sprouting tree
distribution gives probability zero to non-constant functions. Next we focus on the And/Or model and study
the effect of relaxing the uniform labelling assumption in Section 4. Section 5 deals with the implication
model: we prove there that, according to the sprouting tree distribution, almost every tautology is “non
simple” asymptotically when k tends to infinity. A table summarizing the main notations of the paper and
comparing the sprouting tree model with Catalan tree and Galton-Watson tree models can be found in
Section 6 (see Table 2). We also refer the reader to Table 1 for a reminder of some notations used in the
proofs.

2

Tree-induced distributions on Boolean functions

Let Fk be the set of Boolean functions over k variables, i.e. of functions f from the set {0, 1}k to the set
{0, 1}. In all the paper, (x1 , . . . , xk ) is an element of {0, 1}k and f (x1 , . . . , xk ) is the value of f at (x1 , . . . , xk ).
Moreover, the values 0 and 1 will often been replaced by their truth values, respectively False and True.

2.1

Context

The set Fk is finite, of cardinality 22 . Therefore the most basic idea, when attempting to define a probability
distribution over Boolean functions, is simply to give equal probability to all functions, i.e. to consider the
uniform distribution over Fk . This distribution has been studied, among others, by Riordan and Shannon
[RS42] who have shown the so-called Shannon effect: almost all Boolean functions have almost maximal
complexity – the complexity of a Boolean function f in a logical system being the minimal number of
connectives needed to represent it by a Boolean expression in this model (see [Weg05]).
k

Example: In the And/Or model, the Boolean function xor can be defined as x1 xor x2 = (x̄1 ∧ x2 ) ∨
(x1 ∧ x̄2 ), and has complexity 3 (cf. Figure 1(a)).
The following theorem sums up classical results relative to the complexity of a Boolean function.

Theorem 1. (i) The maximal complexity of a Boolean function on k variables is of order
when k tends to infinity.
2

2k
log2 k (1

+ o(1))

(ii) When the set Fk is equipped with the uniform distribution, almost every Boolean function of k variables
k
has complexity larger than (1−ε)2
log k .
2

Remark: Statement (i) in Theorem 1 is due to Lupanov [Lup60], we refer to Jukna [Juk12, page 32] for
more details on this bound. Statement (ii) is due to Riordan and Shannon [RS42], we refer to [FS09, page 78]
for a simple proof.
Another way to define a probability distribution over the set Fk of Boolean functions is to consider tree
representations of Boolean functions. A Boolean function can be represented by many Boolean expressions,
which we identify with labelled binary plane rooted trees where the leaves are labelled either by a variable
(xi ) or by the negation of a variable (x̄i ) and the internal nodes by connectives (e.g. ∧, ∨, →).
Choosing the rules that define the legal labellings of trees amounts to choosing a logical system. For
example, if we allow the connectives ∧ (And) and ∨ (Or), and if a leaf can be labelled by a variable or by the
negation of a variable, then we consider the so-called And/Or model. This model is complete, which means
that every Boolean function can be represented by such a tree; it has therefore been studied in different
papers, e.g. [LS97, CFGG04]. Figure 1(a) represents an And/Or tree. We shall consider in this paper both
the And/Or model and the implication model, which we define as follows. The implication is the single
connective (→1 ) that can be used as a label for internal nodes; the labels for the leaves are restricted to the
Boolean variables (not their negations). This logical system is not complete, e.g. the function False cannot
be represented by such a tree, but it is simple (only one connective) and has interesting logical properties
(see [MTZ00, FGGZ07, GK09] for example, where this logical system has been used to prove that, roughly
speaking, classical and intuitionistic logic are asymptotically the same). An example of an implication tree
is given in Figure 1(b).

→

∨

x1

x1

∧

∧

x̄2

x̄1

x2

→

x2

(a) Example of an And/Or tree, representing the function xor: x1 ⊕ x2 .

x1

(b) Example of an implication tree,
representing the constant function
True.

Figure 1 – Examples of tree representations

Definition 1. The size of a tree is the number of its internal nodes.2
Definition 2. The complexity L(f ) of a Boolean function f is
• the size of a minimal tree representing f , if f is a non-constant function;
• 0 if f is one of the two constant functions.

Definition 3. Let Ek be the set of labelled binary trees on k Boolean variables (either And/Or trees or
implication trees in this paper). Let Φ be the function defined as follows:
Φ : Ek → Fk

t 7→ Φ(t) = f if and only if t computes f.

1 Recall

that the implication is defined by: x → y ≡ y ∨ x̄.
the literature, the size also appears as the number of leaves of the trees; in our model, counting internal node is more
appropriate for the calculations. Of course, since a tree with n internal nodes has n + 1 leaves, this choice makes no difference
whatsoever.
2 In
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If ν is a probability measure on Ek , the image measure µ of ν by Φ is defined by µ(f ) = ν Φ−1 (f ) =
ν ({t such that t represents f }).

In the following, we describe three distributions over Fk induced from the tree representation. We already
alluded to results obtained on the Catalan tree and the Galton-Watson tree distributions; see Lefmann and
Savický [LS97], Chauvin et al. [CFGG04], Kozik [Koz08], Genitrini and Gittenberger [GG10], and Fournier et
al. [FGGG12]. We first sum up their results, before considering a new model of random trees which induces
a new distribution over Fk .

2.2

The Catalan tree

Pick a tree uniformly at random from the set of unlabelled trees of size n, then label it uniformly at random
(i.e. each internal node chooses its label uniformly among the allowed connectives and each leaf chooses its
label uniformly among the set of allowed literals, all the choices being independent from each other); denote
by Un,k the distribution of the random labelled tree we obtain. This distribution induces (through Φ) a
distribution µn,k over the set Fk . The following theorems define and describe the Catalan tree distribution
(see Table 2 for a summary of these results).
Theorem 2 (Lefmann and Savický [LS97], Chauvin et al. [CFGG04]). In the And/Or model, the sequence
(µn,k )n≥0 of probability distributions over Fk converges to a probability distribution µk when n tends to
infinity. The distribution µk is called the Catalan tree distribution.
Theorem 3 (Kozik [Koz08] in the And/Or model, Fournier et al. [FGGG12] in the implication model). Let
k0 be an integer. Given a fixed Boolean function f ∈ Fk0 , we have that


1
, when k tends to infinity.
µk (f ) = Θ
k L(f )+2
Remark:
• The Boolean function f in Theorem 3 depends on a fixed number k0 of variables, but the total number
k of Boolean variables tends to infinity.
• In Theorem 3, we let first the size n of the trees tend to infinity, then the number k of variables used
for the labelling: the order is important.
The Catalan tree distribution behaves differently from the uniform distribution studied by Shannon:
Theorem 4 (Genitrini and Gittenberger [GG10]). The Catalan tree distribution presents no Shannon effect
in the implication model (the set of functions with complexity of order k 2 has a positive asymptotic distribution
probability when k tends to infinity).

2.3

The Galton-Watson tree

A second distribution induced by trees over the set of Boolean functions on k variables is inspired by the
critical binary Galton-Watson process, and was introduced and studied by Chauvin et al. [CFGG04]. The
critical binary Galton-Watson process is a stochastic process of non-labelled binary trees defined as follows:
at time 0, the Galton-Watson tree is a single vertex; at time n > 0, we consider each leaf of the n-th
generation independently from the others and each leaf dies with no child with probability 1/2 or gives birth
to two children with probability 1/2. It is known that this process ends almost surely; therefore this stochastic
process defines a finite random binary tree.
Labelling this random tree uniformly at random defines a probability distribution Πk over Ek , which
induces by Φ a probability distribution πk over Fk (see Definition 3).
Results in the vein of Theorems 3 and 4 also hold for the Galton-Watson tree distribution, as proved in
[FGGG12, GG10] (we refer to Table 2 for a summary of these results).
4

2.4

A new model: the sprouting tree

The model we introduce in this paper is inspired from the random Binary Search Trees (BST) growing
process (see [CLR89, page 254] for a description of the random Binary Search Tree). As for the Catalan and
Galton-Watson tree distributions, we first define a random unlabelled tree, called the sprouting tree, by some
inductive stochastic process, before labelling it uniformly at random to define a probability distribution over
Fk . The sprouting tree grows uniformly from its leaves:
Definition 4 ([CKMR05]). The sprouting tree (Ti )i∈N is a sequence of random trees defined by
• T0 is a single vertex.
• Given Ti , we choose uniformly at random a leaf of the tree and make it grow by giving it two children.
The new tree is Ti+1 .
The random tree Tn is called the sprouting tree of size n.

After labelling Tn uniformly at random, we obtain a labelled random tree Tn,k (where k is the number of
variables used in the labelling), still called the sprouting tree for simplicity’s sake, which defines a probability
distribution Pn,k over Ek .
Definition 5. The distribution induced on Fk by Pn,k through Φ is denoted by pn,k : for all Boolean functions
f ∈ Fk ,
pn,k (f ) = P(Tn,k computes f ).
The aim of this paper is to answer some natural questions: does the sequence (pn,k )n≥0 of probability
distributions have a limit when n tends to infinity? If it does, what can be said about the asymptotic
distribution? Can we prove or disprove the Shannon effect?

3

The sprouting tree distribution

3.1

Existence of the sprouting tree distribution

The following theorems show that the asymptotic distribution pk of the (pn,k )n≥0 exists; we call it the
sprouting tree distribution. Moreover, this new distribution over Fk is surprisingly simple; it gives probability
zero to all non-constant functions.
Theorem 5 (Sprouting tree - And/Or model). For the And/Or labelling model and when n tends to infinity,
we have that pn,k → pk = 21 δTrue + 12 δFalse where, for all f ∈ Fk , δf is defined as the probability distribution
on Fk such that δf (f ) = 1. Moreover, kpn,k − pk k∞ = O ln1n when n tends to infinity3 .
We shall see in Section 4 that Theorem 5 can be extended to more general labelling models.

Theorem 6 (Sprouting tree - Implication model). In the case of the implication
labelling model and when

n → +∞, we have that pn,k → pk = δTrue . Moreover, kpn,k − pk k∞ = O ln1n when n tends to infinity.

The two theorems are slightly different, since the sprouting tree distribution gives probability 1 to True in
the implication model, while it gives probability 1/2 to False and True in the And/Or model. This difference
is easily explained: the function False cannot be represented in the implication logical system, while the
And/Or system is complete.
The proofs of these two theorems are very similar; therefore we develop only the And/Or case, which is
the more complicated of the two. We present two different proofs of the theorem: an analytic combinatorics
proof, which is natural since it was the approach used in the previous models, and a probabilistic proof based
on the study of Yule trees, which is specific to this particular model.
The following table summarizes the notations used in both proofs:
3 In the present paper, the norm k · k
∞ is defined on the set of signed measures on Fk as follows: for all signed measure p,
kpk∞ = supf ∈Fk |p(f )|.

5

Discrete time
Continuous time

Non labelled
tree
Tn
Yt

Labelled
tree
Tn,k
Yt,k

Law of the
labelled tree
Pn,k
Pt,k

Induced law
on Fk
pn,k
pt,k

Asymptotic
distribution
pk
pk

Table 1 – Discrete and continuous time models: notations

3.2

An analytic combinatorics proof

The idea here is to use generating functions and analytic combinatorics methods, as presented, e.g., by Flajolet
and Sedgewick [FS09]. Given a sequence (sn )n≥0 (for
P example (pn,k (f ))n≥0 ), consider the power series, also
called the generating function of (sn )n≥0 , S(z) = n≥0 sn z n . The behaviour of the power series, seen as
an analytic function near its dominant singularity, can give some useful information about the asymptotic
behaviour of the initial sequence.
Definition 6. Given a Boolean function f in Fk , define its generating function φ(f ) by
φf (z) =

+∞
X

pn,k (f )z n ,

n=0

where pn,k (f ) is the probability that the random sprouting tree Tn,k of size n computes f . We denote φT (z) :=
ΦT rue (z).
We shall need the following, standard result about the sprouting tree:
Lemma 1. For all n ≥ 1, the subtrees of Tn,k , the sprouting tree of size n, are themselves sprouting trees,
and the probability that the left subtree has a given size k ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} is 1/n.

Proof. This result is standard but we include its proof for the sake of completeness. We can prove Lemma 1
by induction; if n = 1, then the left subtree has size 0 with probability 1. Fix n ≥ 1 and assume that the size
of the left subtree4 of Tn,k , denoted by Ln , follows the uniform distribution over {0, . . . , n − 1}. If we obtain
a left subtree of size i at step n + 1, either the left subtree already had size i at step n and the sprouting leaf
was chosen in the right subtree, or the left subtree had size i − 1 at step n and the sprouting leaf was chosen
in the left subtree. If we condition by the event “at the nth step, the left subtree had size i − 1” or “at the
nth step, the left subtree had size i”, we obtain, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1},


i+1
i
P(|Ln+1 | = i) = 1 −
P(|Ln | = i − 1)
P(|Ln | = i) +
n+1
n+1
n−i 1
i
1
1
=
· +
· =
.
n+1 n n+1 n
n+1
Moreover,
P(|Ln+1 | = 0) =
and,
P(|Ln+1 | = n) =

n
1
P(|Ln | = 0) =
,
n+1
n+1

1
n
P(|Ln | = n − 1) =
.
n+1
n+1

Thus, the size of the left subtree Ln+1 of Tn+1,k follows the uniform law over {0, . . . , n}.
We are now able to state the following result:

4 The

sizes of the left and right subtrees of a tree of size n are linked: their sum is equal to n − 1.
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Lemma 2. For all f ∈ Fk , its generating function (see Definition 6) φf (z) satisfies
X
X
2φ0f (z) =
φg (z)φh (z) +
φg (z)φh (z)
g∧h=f

where

1{f

lit}

g∨h=f

1
φf (0) =
1{f lit} ,
2k
= 1 when there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that f : (x1 , . . . , xk ) 7→ xi or f : (x1 , . . . , xk ) 7→ x̄i .

Proof. The sprouting tree Tn,k of size n computes f if and only if

• n = 0, f = α is a literal, and the root of T0,k (which is also its unique leaf) is labelled by α; or

• n ≥ 1, the left subtree of Tn,k computes g, the right subtree of Tn,k computes h, the root of Tn,k is
labelled by  ∈ {∧, ∨} and f = g  h.

Therefore, in view of Lemma 1, by conditioning on the size of the left subtree, we obtain the following
formula for all n ≥ 0,
pn+1,k (f ) =

n
n
1 X X 1
1 X X 1
pi,k (g)pn−i,k (h) +
pi,k (g)pn−i,k (h).
2
n+1
2
n+1
i=0
i=0
g∧h=f

(1)

g∨h=f

Multiplying (1) by (n + 1)z n and summing for n ≥ 0 gives Lemma 2.

Lemma 2 gives a system of first-order ordinary differential equations satisfied by the 22 generating
k
functions for the 22 Boolean functions of Fk . Studies of the Catalan tree and of the Galton-Watson tree
distributions by this method lead to very similar systems, except that they are both algebraic systems
[CFGG04]. In those cases,it was straightforward to conclude through the Drmota-Lalley-Woods theorem,
which applies to algebraic systems [Drm97, Lal93, Woo97] (see [FS09, page 489]). In our case, the appearance
of a derivative forbids applying this theorem. Fortunately, the asymptotic behaviour of any solution of the
system obtained from Lemma 2 can still be derived as follows.
We first state that obvious symmetries simplify the system. The uniform labelling ensures us that for all
Boolean function f ∈ Fk , for all n ≥ 0, pn,k (f ) = pn,k (f¯), which implies φf (z) = φf¯(z) for all f ∈ Fk .
k

Proposition 1. There exists a constant κ > 0 such that, for all z ∈ [0, 1),

Proof. Let us denote by

1/κ
1
1


 ≤ φT (z) ≤
−
.
2(1 − z) 2(1 − z) 1/κ + ln 1
2(1 − z)
1−z

φS (z) =

φf (z).

X
f ∈{T
/ rue,F alse}

In all this proof, we take z ∈ [0, 1(. Remark that
φS + 2φT =
and, in view of Lemma 2,
2φ0S (z) =

X

X

φg (z)φh (z) +

f ∈{T
/ rue,F alse} g∧h=f

≤2
−2

g,h∈{T
/ rue,F alse}

φg (z)φḡ (z)

X
g ∈{T
/ rue,F alse}

+ 4φT (z)

X

X

X

f ∈{T
/ rue,F alse} g∨h=f

φg (z)φh (z)

X

1
,
1−z

φg (z),

g ∈{T
/ rue,F alse}

because a non-constant function is
7

φg (z)φh (z)

• either the conjunction or disjunction of two non-constant functions (first term of the above sum),
• except that every g ∨ ḡ or g ∧ ḡ is a constant function (second term of the above sum),

• or the conjunction of a non-constant function with True, or the disjunction of a non-constant function
with False (third term of the above sum).
Note that the previous formula is an inequality because the right term includes conjunctions like x ∧ (x̄ ∧ y) ≡
F alse which are constant functions. We thus have:
X
X
2φ0S (z) ≤ 2
φg (z)φh (z) − 2
φf (z)φf¯(z) + 4φS (z)φT (z)
g,h∈{T
/ rue,F alse}

f ∈{T
/ rue,F alse}

≤ 2φS (z)2 + 4φS (z)φT (z) − 2κφS (z)2 ,
where κ > 0 is a constant such that
X
f ∈{T
/ rue,F alse}

φf (z)2 ≥ 2κφS (z)2 .

The existence of the constant κ results from the convexity of the function x 7→ x2 . Hence
φ0S (z) + κφS (z)2 ≤ 2φS (z)φT (z) + φS (z)2 =

φS (z)
.
1−z

(z)
Now let Y (z) be the solution of Y 0 (z) + κY (z)2 = Y1−z
such that Y (0) = 1. This equation is a Bernoulli
differential equation that we can solve through a standard change of variable. Let W (z) = Y 1(z) and ψ(z) =
1
φS (z) ; these functions satisfy the equation

W 0 (z) +
and

W (z)
=κ
1−z

ψ(z)
≥ κ,
1−z
with initial conditions W (0) = ψ(0) = 1. Thus, via Grönwall’s lemma [Grö19], for all z ∈ [0, 1),
ψ 0 (z) +

ψ(z) ≥ W (z).
Moreover,
W (z) = κ(1 − z)
which implies, for all z ∈ [0, 1),

φS (z) ≤



1/κ

+ ln



1
1−z

1/κ

(1 − z)



1/κ

+ ln



1
1−z


,

 .

This asymptotic behaviour only holds on the real line. Consequently we cannot use the classical transfer
lemma of Flajolet and Odlyzko [FO90] detailed in [FS09, page 389]. However, a standard Tauberian theorem
(see for example [Har49, page 155]) allows us to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the partial sums of the
coefficients pn,k (f ) of the generating functions φf (z): when n tends to infinity,
n 
X
1
i=1

2

− pi,k (T rue)



=

n 
X
1
i=1


 n 
− pi,k (F alse) = O
.
2
ln n

We are now in a position to obtain the behaviour of the coefficients of φT (z) when n tends to infinity.
8

(2)

In view of Equation (1),
pn+1,k (T rue)

=

1
2

X

n
X

g∧h=T rue i=0
n
X

1
1
pi,k (g)pn−i,k (h) +
n+1
2

n
X

X

g∨h=T rue i=0

1
pi,k (g)pn−i,k (h)
n+1

1
≥
pi,k (T rue)pn−i,k (T rue)
2(n + 1) i=1
n
n
X
1 X
1
+
pi,k (T rue)(1 − pn−i,k (T rue)) +
pi,k (T rue)pn−i,k (T rue)
n + 1 i=1
2(n + 1) i=1
where the first term of the last sum stands for the probability that Tn,k represents True when its root is
labelled by ∧, and the sum of the two other terms stands for the same probability when the root is labelled
by ∨. Therefore, Equation (2) implies
1/2
1 X
1
− pn+1,k (T rue) ≤
+
2
n + 1 n + 1 i=1
n



1
− pi,k (T rue)
2



=O



1
ln n



, when n → +∞,

which proves Theorem 5.

3.3

A probabilistic proof

We use here an idea due to Pittel for Binary Search Trees [Pit84]: we embed the discrete process of the
sprouting tree into a continuous time process by way of “exponential clocks”, i.e. exponentially distributed
random variables.
Instead of growing step by step at times (1, 2, . . . , n, . . .), the tree now grows at random continuous times:
each leaf sprouts independently from the others and after an exponentially distributed time. We thus define
a continuous process of trees, denoted by (Yt )t≥0 and called the Yule tree (see Definition 7). The link with
the (discrete) sprouting tree is as follows: if we consider the sequence of the distinct trees which are the
values of the continuous process, then this sequence is a sprouting tree. This property comes from the fact
that the times of growth are independent and exponentially distributed. Thus, studying the continuous time
process will give information about the (discrete) sprouting tree.
Moreover, the Yule tree has a useful property which justifies the continuous time embedding, as it does
not hold in discrete time: the right and left subtrees at each node of the tree are independent;. This property
is the key to our proof of Theorems 5 and 6.
Definition 7 (Pittel [Pit84]). A Yule tree is a continuous time process of binary trees (Yt )t≥0 growing
according to the following rules:
• Y0 is a single root;
• each leaf of Yt gives birth to two children at the end of a random time following an exponential law of
parameter 1, independently from the other leaves.
Definition 8. A labelled Yule tree is a continuous time process (Yt,k )t≥0 of labelled binary trees, which
evolves according to the following rules:
• the underlying binary tree is a Yule tree;
• each new leaf is labelled by a literal chosen uniformly at random among {x1 , x̄1 , . . . , xk , x̄k };
• each new internal node is labelled by ∧ or ∨ uniformly at random;
• each labelling is independent from the others.

Let us denote by Pt,k the law of Yt,k and by pt,k its image by Φ.5
5 Let

us recall that Φ is the surjective mapping from Ek to Fk such that Φ(γ) = f if and only if γ represents (or computes) f .
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Definition 9. For all Boolean functions f ,
pt,k (f ) = P(Yt,k computes f ).
Fact: For all t ≥ 0, let us denote by N (t) the number of internal nodes of Yt,k . Then, Yt,k has the same
distribution as TN (t),k ; it is a sprouting tree of size N (t).

The main idea to prove Theorem 5 is inspired by an article about fully balanced binary trees [FGG09]: we
consider the probability that two different assignments have distinct images under a random Boolean function,
and prove that this probability tends to 0 as t tends to infinity. Therefore, the asymptotic distribution gives
weight zero to non-constant functions.
Let a = (a1 , . . . , ak ) and b = (b1 , . . . , bk ) be two distinct elements of {0, 1}k , i.e. two different assignments
of the k variables. Let α and β be two elements of {0, 1} and f ∈ Fk a Boolean function. For all t ≥ 0, we
denote pαβ
t,k (a, b) = pt,k (f (a) = α and f (b) = β).
Fact: The symmetries between ∧ and ∨ and between the variables and their negations imply that p01
t,k (a, b) =
10
00
11
pt,k (a, b) and pt,k (a, b) = pt,k (a, b). Indeed, the probabilities that a random tree computes either f or its
negation f¯ are the same, since ∧ and ∨ occur with the same probability at each internal node, and a variable
00
1
or its negation occur with the same probability at each leaf. Moreover, p10
t,k (a, b) + pt,k (a, b) = /2 for all a
k
and b in {0, 1} .
Conditioning on the time when the root gives birth to two children (the time follows an exponential law
of parameter 1) and writing pαβ
instead of pαβ
t
t,k (a, b) to simplify notations when there is no ambiguity, we
obtain that
p10
t =

k
X
e−t
i=1

2k

1{ai 6=bi } +

1
2

Z
0

t

 −s
10
10
11
10
10
00
10
00
10
p11
ds,
t−s pt−s + pt−s (pt−s + pt−s ) + pt−s (pt−s + pt−s ) + pt−s pt−s e

where the first term of the sum stands for the probability that f (a) = 1 and f (b) = 0 knowing that the Yule
tree is still a single vertex at time t, and the second term is the probability of the same event, knowing that
the root has given birth to two children before time t. In the second term, we look at the different possibilities
to get f (a) = 1 and f (b) = 0, depending on the value of the root’s label (∧ or ∨ with probability 1/2) and on
the values of the two subtrees for the assignations a and b. Simplifying, we get,
Z t
 s
e−t
−t
10 2
10
ca,b + e
p10
e ds
pt =
s − (ps )
2k
0
where ca,b =

Pk

i=1

1{ai 6=bi } is a constant depending only on a and b. Let πa,b (t) = p10
t (a, b). We have that
ca,b
e πa,b (t) =
+
2k
t

Z
0

t


πa,b (s) − πa,b (s)2 es ds.

(3)

Therefore we obtain the following result on πa,b (t):
Proposition 2.

(i) If a 6= b then πa,b (t) =

1
t+ta,b

where ta,b =

2k
ca,b .

(ii) If a = b, then πa,a (t) is the constant function equal to zero.
k
As a consequence, πa,b (t) = p10
t,k (a, b) → 0 when t → +∞ for all a, b in {0, 1} .

0
2
Proof. We can easily show that πa,b is differentiable. Through Equation (3) we get πa,b
+ πa,b
= 0. If a 6= b,
ca,b
there exists i0 ∈ {1 . . . , k} such that ai0 6= bi0 . Therefore, ca,b ≥ 1{ai0 6=bi0 } = 1 and πa,b (0) = 2k
> 0; thus
1
2k
πa,b (t) = t+ta,b where ta,b = ca,b .
If a = b, then πa,a (0) = 0 and πa,a (t) = 0 for all t: a single element a cannot have two different images
by a function f .
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To obtain the convergence of pt,k towards a limit when t tends to infinity, we only have to note that
X
pt,k (Fk \ {True, False}) ≤
pt,k (f (a) = 1 and f (b) = 0)
(a,b),a6=b

≤ 2k (2k − 1)

sup

(a,b),a6=b

p10
t,k (a, b)

2k (2k − 1)
≤
,
t + tmin
where tmin = inf (a,b),a6=b { c2k
} = 2k. Then for all functions f ∈
/ {True, False}, we have limt→+∞ pt,k (f ) = 0.
a,b
Moreover,


2k (2k − 1)
,
pt,k ({True, False}) ≥ 1 −
t + 2k
which leads to limt→+∞ pt,k (True) + pt,k (False) ≥ 1, i.e. limt→+∞ pt,k (True) = limt→+∞ pt,k (False) = 1/2.
Thus, pt,k tends to a limit distribution pk = 12 δTrue + 21 δFalse with a convergence speed of order 1/t;
kpt,k − pk k∞ := sup |pt,k (f ) − pk (f )| ≤
f ∈Fk

2k (2k − 1)
,
t + 2k

for all t ≥ 0.

(4)

Proposition 3, which deals with the convergence speed of the sequence (pn,k ), concludes the proof of
Theorem 5.

Proposition 3. We have, asymptotically when n tends to +∞, kpn,k − pk k∞ = O ln1n .
The proof of Proposition 3 requires the following definition and proposition.

Definition 10. Let us define τn as the random variable τn = inf{t ≥ 0 such that N (t) = n}.
Proposition 4 (see Athreya-Ney [AN72]). For all n ≥ 1, for all t ≥ 0, we have,
P(τn ≤ t) = P(N (t) ≥ n) = (1 − e−t )n .

Proof of Proposition 3. For all fixed a, b ∈ {0, 1}k , set P10
n (a, b) = P(fn (a) = 1 and fn (b) = 0), where fn is
the random Boolean function represented by Tn,k , the random sprouting tree of size n. Set also, for all t ≥ 0,
ηt as the random Boolean function represented by Yt,k .
Recall that N (t) is the number of internal nodes of Yt . For all a, b ∈ {0, 1}k , the following equalities hold:
X
P10
P(ηt (a) = 1 and ηt (b) = 0 | N (t) = n)P(N (t) = n)
t (a, b) =
n≥0

=

X
n≥0

P(ητn (a) = 1 and ητn (b) = 0 | N (t) = n)P(N (t) = n).

The embedding principle ensures that the random variables N (t) and ητn are independent for all n ≥ 0.
Since N (t) follows the shifted geometric law of parameter e−t , we get
X
P10
P(ητn (a) = 1 and ητn (b) = 0)e−t (1 − e−t )n
t (a, b) =
n≥0

= e−t

X
n≥0

=e

−t

X
n≥0

P(fn (a) = 1 and fn (b) = 0)(1 − e−t )n
−t n
P10
n (a, b)(1 − e ) .

For all t ≥ 0, for all a 6= b, in view of Proposition 2,
X
−t n
e−t
P10
n (a, b)(1 − e ) =
n≥0
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1
.
t + ta,b

Let z = 1 − e−t ; for all z ∈ [0, 1[, we denote ϕa,b (z) =
ϕa,b (z) =

P

n≥0

n
P10
n (a, b)z . Thus,

1

1
(1 − z) ta,b + ln 1−z



(5)

.

Applying a Tauberian theorem (see [FS09, page 435] for a simple statement) to this equality, we see
that, when n tends to infinity, the partial sum of the first nth coefficients of ϕa,b is of order lnnn : for all
a 6= b ∈ {0, 1}k , asymptotically when n tends to infinity,
n
X
m=0

P10
m (a, b) ∼

n
.
ln n

Therefore, for large enough n, we have
n
X
m=0

and

n
X
m=0

pm,k (f ∈
/ {V, F }) ≤

P10
m (a, b) ≤ 2
n
X

X

a6=b∈{0,1}k m=0

n
,
ln n

k k
P10
m (a, b) ≤ 2 (2 − 1) · 2

n
.
ln n

This implies that
n
X

pm,k (True) =

m=0

n
X
n
n
1
(1 − pm,k (f ∈
/ {T, F })) ≥ − 2k (2k − 1)
.
2
2
ln n
m=0

Finally, in view of the recurrence formula (1) applied to f = True,
pn+1,k (True)

1
=
2

X

n
X

g∧h=True i=0
n
X

1
1
pi,k (g)pn−i,k (h) +
n+1
2

n
X

X

g∨h=True i=0

1
pi,k (g)pn−i,k (h)
n+1

1
pi,k (True)pn−i,k (True)
≥
2(n + 1) i=0
n
n
X
1 X
1
+
pi,k (True)(1 − pn−i,k (True)) +
pi,k (True)pn−i,k (True)
n + 1 i=0
2(n + 1) i=0
n
1 X
=
pi,k (True)
n + 1 i=0


n
1
1
k k
≥
− 2 (2 − 1)
.
n+1 2
ln n
and

1
n
1
− pn+1,k (True) ≤ −
2
2 n+1



1
1
− 2k (2k − 1)
2
ln n



=O



1
ln n


,

which ends the proof of Proposition 3.

4

Extensions of the And/Or sprouting tree model

In this section and in the following one, we extend our results to more general models. We bias first the
distribution over the literals in both labelling models (And/Or trees and implication trees), then the law
over the connectives in the And/Or model; finally, we study the And/Or model with only positive literals.
These last two labelling models have been studied by Fournier et al. [FGG09] in the case of fully balanced
binary trees, i.e. binary trees whose leaves are all at the same level, where they obtained results very similar
to tours.
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4.1

Biasing the distribution over literals

As before, we label each node independently by ∧ or ∨ with probability 1/2. But we now label each leaf
according to a probability distribution ν, such that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ν(xi ) = ν(x̄i ) > 0, independently from
each other. The symmetry between the variables and their negations still holds, and the behaviour of the
induced probability distribution pn,k over Fk is the same as in the case we have studied in the preceding
section (when ν is the uniform law over {x1 , x̄1 , . . . , xk , x̄k }).
Indeed, in both proofs of Theorem 5 developed in the uniform case, the modifications appear only in
constants, ca,b in (3) for example, which disappear when we take the derivative of the equations. Therefore,
the result is the same as for the uniform case.

4.2

Biasing the distribution over connectives

We now allow further dissymmetry, between the two connectives. We define the biased model with parameter
$ ∈ [0, 1] as follows:
• each internal node is labelled independently and according to the distribution $δ∧ + (1 − $)δ∨ with
$ ∈ [0, 1], where δ∧ (resp. δ∨ ) is the probability distribution on the set {∧, ∨} which gives probability
1 to ∧ (resp. ∨);
• each leaf is labelled independently and according to a probability distribution ν over {x1 , x̄1 , . . . , xk , x̄k },
such that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ν(xi ) = ν(x̄i ) > 0.

This process induces a new distribution over Fk , still denoted by pn,k for simplicity’s sake, whose behaviour
is given by the following result:
Theorem 7. In the biased model with parameter $ ∈ [0, 1], $ 6= 21 ,
• If $ > 21 , then pn,k → δFalse when n tends to infinity.

• If $ < 12 , then pn,k → δTrue when n tends to infinity.

1
Moreover, the convergence speed is of order O n|2$−1|
in both cases.

Just as for connectives of equal probability, the asymptotic distribution gives a probability equal to zero
to non-constant functions; however when the And connective (resp. the Or connective) is dominant, the
sprouting tree distribution gives a probability equal to one to False (resp. True).
Remark: It is interesting to note that in the balanced case $ =
1
is of order ln1n , while it is of order n|2$−1|
in Theorem 7.

1
2

(see Theorem 5) the convergence speed

Proof. We could develop two different proofs, similar to what we did when proving Theorem 5: an analytic
one and a probabilistic one. We do not develop the analytic proof, and present below the probabilistic one.
The cases $ > 12 and $ < 21 are symmetric and can be treated in the same way. In the sequel, we only
consider the case $ > 21 . Consider the labelled Yule tree (Yt,k )t≥0 which induces a distribution pt,k over Fk
for all t ≥ 0. Let a = (a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ {0, 1}k be an assignment of the k variables. Set πa (t) := pt,k (f (a) = 1)
as the probability that the image of a by a random Boolean function of law pt,k is 1. We prove below that
πa (t) := pt,k (f (a) = 1) tends to 0 when t tends to infinity.
Conditioning by the time when the root gives birth to two children, which is a random variable with
exponential law of parameter 1, we get
πa (t) = e−t

Z t
k
X


(ν(xi )1{ai =1} + ν(x̄i )1{ai =0} ) +
$ πa (t − s)2 + (1 − $)(2πa (t − s) − πa (t − s)2 ) e−s ds,
0

i=1

which gives
et πa (t) =

1
+
2

Z
0

t


(2$ − 1)πa (s)2 + 2(1 − $)πa (s) es ds.
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Taking derivatives with respect to t and taking into account $ 6= 12 , we get πa +πa0 = (2$ −1)πa2 +2(1−$)πa ,
1
since πa (0) = 12 . Thus
from which we deduce that πa0 = (2$ − 1)(πa2 − πa ), and finally that πa (t) = e(2$−1)t
+1
pt,k (Fk \ {False}) ≤

X
a

πa (t) ≤ 2k

1



e(2$−1)t + 1


.

Since $ > 12 , we have limt→+∞ pt,k (Fk \ {False}) = 0 and
kpn,k − δFalse k∞ = O



1

n2$−1


,

through arguments similar to those given in the proof of Proposition 3.

4.3

Allowing positive literals only

Inspired again by a model studied in [FGG09] for balanced trees, we define the positive model as follows:
• each internal node is labelled (independently from the other nodes) according to the distribution $δ∧ +
(1 − $)δ∨ with $ ∈ [0, 1],

• each leaf is labelled independently from the other leaves according to a distribution ν over {x1 , . . . , xk }.

The law over connectives is still biased, but we now forbid labelling the leaves by negative literals. This
new model defines a new induced distribution, still denoted pn,k , over Fk , whose behaviour is given by the
following theorem:
Theorem 8. In the positive model with $ 6= 1/2, we have,
• If $ > 1/2, then pn,k → δx1 ∧...∧xk .
• If $ < 1/2, then pn,k → δx1 ∨...∨xk .
The convergence speed in both cases is of order O

1
n|2$−1|



.

In the positive model the sprouting tree distribution gives a nonzero probability to some non-constant
function. Actually this property should be expected, as the positive model is not complete ; in particular,
the constant functions True and False cannot be represented in this system.
Proof. As in the biased model, the proofs for $ > 1/2 and $ < 1/2 are very similar. We assume $ > 1/2
in the sequel. Here again, we only develop the probabilistic approach. If a = (1, . . . , 1) then πa (0) =
Pk
i=1 ν(xi )1{ai =1} = 1 and πa (t) = 1. Thus pt,k (f (1, . . . , 1) = 1) = 1. If a = (0, . . . , 0) then πa (t) = 0 for all
t ≥ 0. Otherwise, if a 6= (1, . . . , 1) and a 6= (0, . . . , 0), by the same computation as in the proof of Theorem 7,
there exists a constant ca > 0 such that,
πa (t) = pt,k (f (a) = 1) =

1
ca

e(2$−1)t

+1

for all t ≥ 0,

and since $ > 21 , we have limt→+∞ pt,k (f (a) = 1) = 0. Thus, the asymptotic distribution of the sequence
(pn,k )n≥0 exists and gives a probability equal to one to the function x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xk .

Theorem 8 does not cover the case $ = 1/2, which is a natural variation of the And/Or model. Surprisingly,
this last case is the most intricate of the whole study. To state our last theorem of the section, we have to
present the definition of a threshold function: the definitions below are already stated in [Ser04] or [FGG09].
We then show that the asymptotic distribution of the pn,k exists and that its support is included in a finite
set of threshold functions.
Definition 11. Let a = (a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ {0, 1}k . The weight of a, relative to a distribution ν on the Boolean
variables {x1 , . . . , xk }, is the real number ων (a) = ν(x1 )a1 + . . . + ν(xk )ak .
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Definition 12. A Boolean function f is a threshold function if there exists a real number θ ≥ 0 such that
∀(a1 , . . . , ak ) ∈ {0, 1}k , f (a1 , . . . , ak ) = 1 ⇔ ων (a) ≥ θ. We denote by fν,θ the threshold function associated
with the constant θ and the distribution ν.
Theorem 9. Order the elements of {0, 1}k by increasing weight ων (see Definition 11): ων (a(1) ) ≤ ων (a(2) ) ≤
k
. . . ≤ ων (a(2 ) ). Then,
2 
X
k

pn,k −→

j=2


ων (a(j) ) − ων (a(j−1) ) δfν,ω

ν (a

(j) )

when n → ∞.

In other words, pn,k tends to the asymptotic distribution pk that satisfies
pk (fν,ων (a(j) ) ) = ων (a(j) ) − ων (a(j−1) ) for all j ∈ {2, . . . , 2k },
and if f is a Boolean function different from fν,ων (a(j) ) for all j ∈ {2, . . . , 2k }, then pk (f ) = 0.

Proof. The proof is once again based on Yule trees. The probabilistic approach is the most natural in this
case, since it is an extension of the proof developed in [FGG09] in the case of balanced trees. Let Yt,k be the
labelled Yule tree, a = (a1 , . . . , ak ) and b = (b1 , . . . , bk ) in {0, 1}k two assignments of the k variables, α and
β in {0, 1}. For all t ≥ 0 set
παβ (t) = pt,k (f (a) = α and f (b) = β).
We compute π10 by conditioning on the time when the root gives birth to two children.
π10 (t) = e

−t

k
X
i=1

ai (1 − bi )ν(xi ) +

Z
0

t

1
[π11 (t − s)π10 (t − s) + π10 (t − s)(π10 (t − s) + π11 (t − s))
2
+π10 (t − s)(π10 (t − s) + π00 (t − s)) + π10 (t − s)π00 (t − s)] e−s ds

This gives
π10 (t)et =

k
X
i=1

ai (1 − bi )ν(xi ) +

Z
0

t


π10 (s)2 + π10 (s)π11 (s) + π10 (s)π00 (s) es ds.

0
By differentiating and using the (obvious) relation π11 + π10 + π01 + π00 = 1, we get π10
= −π10 π01 . Doing
the same computation for π00 , π01 and π11 leads to the differential system:
 0
= −π10 π01 ;

 π10

0
π01
= −π10 π01 ;
(6)
π0
= π10 π01 ;
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0
= π10 π01 .
π00

The first two equations of (6) imply that π10 (t) and π01 (t) are decreasing functions of t; since they are both
positive, they have a limit as t → +∞. In the same vein we check that π11 and π00 are increasing, lower
than 1, and thus convergent. Let us denote lαβ = limt→+∞ παβ (t).
Since παβ is monotone and convergent for t → +∞, its derivative tends to zero as t → +∞. Thus, taking
the limit in (6), we get
l10 l01 = 0.
(7)
Moreover we deduce from (6) that π10 − π01 is a constant, which implies that
l10 − l01 = π10 (0) − π01 (0) = ων (a) − ων (b).

(8)

Thus if ων (a) ≥ ων (b), then by applying equations (7) and (8) we get l01 = 0. This means that pt,k (f (a) =
0 and f (b) = 1) → 0 as t → +∞. Said differently, if there exist a and b such that ων (a) ≥ ων (b) and f (a) = 0
and f (b) = 1, then pn,k (f ) → 0 as n → +∞. Hence, the only Boolean functions weighted by pn,k when n
15

tends to infinity are those verifying the following property: for all a, b such that ων (a) ≥ ων (b), f (a) ≥ f (b).
Such functions are threshold functions; if the asymptotic distribution exists when n tends to infinity, then
its support is contained in the set of threshold functions.
The calculations we made in the non-uniform positive model can be duplicated here to prove that
pt,k (f (a) = 1) is constant for all a. Thus pt,k (f (a) = 1) = ων (a) and for all j ∈ {2, . . . , 2k },
pn,k (fν,ων (a(1) ) ) + . . . + pn,k (fν,ων (a(j) ) ) → ων (a(j) ).
Thus pn,k (fν,ων (a(j) ) ) → ων (a(j) ) − ων (a(j−1) ) when n → +∞, and as
have indeed proved Theorem 9.

5

P2k

j=2

ων (a(j) ) − ων (a(j−1) ) = 1, we

Tautologies in the implication model

In this section we set aside the And/Or model and concentrate on the implication model, in which the internal
nodes of the trees under consideration are labelled by implication symbols (→). We now allow only positive
literals as labels for the leaves in the first subsection, whereas positive and negative literals are allowed in
the second subsection.

5.1

The positive implication model

As mentioned in the Introduction, this model has been the subject of several papers under both the Catalan
tree and the Galton-Watson tree models. Most notably, tautological trees (i.e. trees which represent the
identically True function) have been closely investigated. E.g., Fournier et al. ([FGGZ07]) proved that the
classical and intuitionistic logics are asymptotically identical, or studied ([FGGG12]) the relation between
the probability of a function and its complexity. It was shown there that, for both the Catalan tree and the
Galton-Watson tree models, asymptotically almost all tautologies are simple. The aim of this section is to
understand whether this property still holds for the sprouting tree distribution.
First of all, we define simple tautologies.
Definition 13 ([FGGZ07]). In the implication labelling model, every Boolean expression can be written as
A1 → (A2 → . . . (Ap → α) . . .) where the (Ai )i=1,...,p are implication Boolean expressions and α is a literal.
The subtrees representing A1 , . . . , Ap are called the premises of the Boolean tree and α is called the goal. A
simple tautology is a Boolean tree which has at least one premise reduced to a simple leaf labelled by α (see
Figure 2).
We denote by STn,k the set of simple tautologies of size n over k variables.
→

→

→

→

α

α

Figure 2 – Simple tautology

The following theorem holds for both the Catalan tree and the Galton-Watson tree distributions:
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Theorem 10 (Fournier et al. [FGGZ07, FGGG12]). The probabilities µk (True) and πk (True) of the function
identically True with respect to the Catalan tree distribution and to the Galton-Watson tree distribution satisfy
respectively
n,k
• µk (True) ∼ limn→+∞ Tn,k
asymptotically when k tends to infinity, where Tn,k is the total number of
binary trees of size n labelled with k variables; and

|ST

|

• πk (True) ∼ Πk (STk ) asymptotically when k tends to infinity, where Πk (STk ) is the probability that the
labelled Galton-Watson tree is a simple tautology.
Does the sprouting tree distribution have the same kind of behaviour? This section allows us to answer
negatively.
Theorem 11. We have Pn,k (STn,k ) −−−−−→ 1 − e−1/k ∼ 1/k when k → +∞.
n→+∞

As a consequence, since the probability of True with respect to the sprouting tree distribution is 1 (see
Theorem 6), then asymptotically when k tends to infinity, almost no tautology is simple. Once again, the
behaviour of the sprouting tree distribution is different from that of Catalan tree and Galton-Watson tree
distributions.
The proof of the theorem uses some knowledge about Pólya urns and their study by analytic combinatorics
(see [FGP05] for details on this topic).
Proof. The proof comprises two steps: we calculate first the distribution of the number fn of premises that
are reduced to a simple leaf in a sprouting tree of size n (we call them nice premises), then the probability
to get a simple tautology, by conditioning over the number of nice premises.
The first step can be handled by modelling the system with a Pólya urn. Indeed, let us consider an urn
containing three kinds of balls, representing three possible kinds of leaves of the tree: the white balls stand
for the nice premises, a single red ball stands for the goal of the Boolean tree, and the black balls stand for
the other leaves. When the tree grows, we choose one of its leaves (i.e. one of the balls) uniformly at random,
and
• if we choose the red ball, then we put it back into the urn and add a white ball (i.e. a nice premise);
• if we choose a white ball, then we remove it from the urn and add two black balls into the urn;
• if we choose a black ball, then we put it back into the urn and add another black ball.

The replacement matrix of this urn is given by


0
0
0

1
−1
0


0
2
1

and its initial composition is a single red ball. At time n, the urn contains n + 1 balls and represents the
sprouting tree of size n. Its behaviour has been studied by Morcrette [Mor10] who proved that the number
of white balls in the urn at time n, i.e. the number fn of nice premises in the sprouting tree at time n
follows the same distribution as the number of fixed points in a uniformly random permutation of length n
and satisfies, for all n ≥ 1 and all m ≤ n, the equality


n−m
X (−1)j
1  −1
1 X (−1)j

Pn,k (fn = m) =
e −
=
.
(9)
m!
j!
m! j=0 j!
j≥n+1−m

Let us now evaluate
m Pn,k (STn,k ) by conditioning on the number m of nice premises in the sprouting tree.
Since 1 − 1 − k1
is the probability that one of the m nice premises is labelled by the same label as the
goal of the Boolean tree, we get


m 
n
X
1
Pn,k (STn,k ) =
Pn,k (fn = m) 1 − 1 −
.
k
m=1
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Setting c = 1 −

1
k

and plugging the value of Pn,k (STn,k ) that we have just obtained, we get
Pn,k (STn,k ) =

n−m
n
n
X
X
X (1 − cm ) (−1)j
(1 − cm ) X (−1)j
=
.
m!
j!
m!
j!
m=1
s=1 j+m=s
j=0

This series converges to

e−1 (e1 − ec ) = 1 − ec−1 ,

which concludes the proof since c = 1 − k1 .

5.2

Allowing positive and negative literals

Simple tautologies have also been studied under a variation of the implication model, where negative literals
are allowed [FGGZ10]. As for the classical implication model, we can prove that the sprouting tree distribution
pn,k tends to δTrue when n tends to infinity. In this new labelling model, there are two kinds of simple
tautologies: simple tautologies of first kind, defined in the same way as in the classic labelling model (see
Definition 13), and simple tautologies of second kind, which we now define:
Definition 14 ([FGGZ10]). A tautology of second kind is a Boolean expression in which two nice premises
1
2
are labelled respectively with a variable and its negation (see Figure 3). We denote by STn,k
(resp. STn,k
)
the set of simple tautologies of first kind (resp. second kind).
Figure 3 – Simple tautology of the second kind
→

→

→

α

→

ᾱ

Fournier et al. ([FGGZ10]) have shown that, both in the Catalan and in the Galton-Watson models
with positive and negative literals, all the tautologies are simple tautologies of either first or second kind,
asymptotically when k tends to infinity. We prove that this is not the case in the sprouting tree model.
Theorem 12. We have
1
• Pn,k (STn,k
) −−−−−→ 1 − e−1/2k ∼
n→+∞

1
2k ,

when k → +∞; and

2
• Pn,k (STn,k
) −−−−−→ 1 − 1e (2e1/2k − 1)k ∼
n→+∞

1
4k ,

when k → +∞.

Since the probability of True is 1 under the sprouting tree distribution in the implication model (see
Theorem 6), it follows that, asymptotically when k tends to infinity, almost no tautology is simple.
The proof of this theorem relies on the study of some allocation problem. Such topics are treated for
example in [JK97]; we use here an analytic combinatorics approach (we refer to [Gar02] for a survey about
this method).
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Proof. The first statement of Theorem 12 can be shown in the same way as Theorem 11. Let us consider
the second one. Equation (9) still holds and we only have to compute the probability that two nice premises
among m are labelled by a variable and its negation. We express this problem as a birthday problem [JK97]
as follows. We assign m balls (labels of the nice premises) into k urns (Boolean variables). We color each ball
independently, either white or black (positive or negative literals) with probability 1/2. The probability that
at least one urn contains at least one black ball and one white ball is the probability of a simple tautology of
second kind (see Figure 4).
Figure 4 – Allocation problem associated with the study of simple tautologies of the second kind
m balls

b

1

2

b

b

3

b

b

k

This allocation problem is solved through the use of generating functions as follows. Consider a single urn:
the generating function ex+y counts the number of different allocations of balls into the urn, with x marking
the positive occurrences of the Boolean variable associated with the urn and y its negative occurrences. We
can decompose this generating function as
ex+y = (ex − 1)(ey − 1) + (ex − 1) + (ey − 1) + 1,

where the first term counts the allocations where both the variable and its negation appear, the second one
the allocations where only the variable appears, the third one those where only the negation of the variable
appears, and the last one stands for an empty urn. Introduce a new variable z that marks the joint occurrence
of both the Boolean variable and its negation; the generating function of the different allocations becomes
z(ex − 1)(ey − 1) + (ex − 1) + (ey − 1) + 1.

We now “forget” the difference between a variable and its negation; x and y both become t and the description
of the possible states for a single urn is given by the following generating function
z(et − 1)2 + 2et − 1.

Therefore, if αr,m is the number of assignments of m balls into k urns that leads in r different ways to a
simple tautology of second kind, then
X
tm
Φ(t, z) :=
αr,m z r
= (z(et − 1)2 + 2et − 1)k .
m!
r,m
As Φ(t, 0) is the generating function of the number of assignments of the m balls that do not lead to a simple
tautology of second kind, we obtain
[ tm! ]Φ(t, 0)
α0,m
=
,
m
(2k)
(2k)m
m

2 |f = m) =
Pn,k (STn,k
n
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which with (9) gives
2 ) = e−1
Pn,k (STn,k

|

n
X (−1)j
X
α0,m
α0,m
−
.
m
m
m! (2k)
m! (2k)
j!
m=0
m=0
j≥n+1−m
{z
} |
{z
}
n
X

Qn

Rn

We can easily prove that Rn tends to zero as n tends to infinity, and that


1
1
Qn → Φ
, 0 when n → +∞.
e
2k
Thus
2 )−
Pn,k (STn,k
−−−−→
n→+∞

1
Φ
e




1
1
1
1
, 0 = (2e /2k − 1)k ∼ 1 −
2k
e
4k

when k → +∞.

6

Conclusions and perspectives

We were able to obtain a complete overview of the behaviour of the sprouting tree distribution over the set
of Boolean functions. The methods we used were quite varied: from analytic combinatorics to embedding in
continuous time, via Pólya urns and random allocation problems.
We have shown that this new distribution over Fk has an unexpected behaviour, and differs widely
from the Catalan and Galton-Watson distributions (see Table 2 for a comparison of the three models).
This distribution, defined by a natural growing process inspired from the random Binary Search Trees, is
degenerate; it gives probability zero to non-constant functions, both for And/Or trees and for implication
trees (see Theorems 5 and 6).
Distribution on Ek
Induced
distribution
on Fk
General behaviour

Catalan tree
Un,k
µn,k
↓ (n → ∞)
µk
µk (f ) = Θ



1
kL(f )+2



Galton-Watson tree
Πk
πk

πk (f ) = Θ



1



Sprouting tree
Pn,k
pn,k
↓ (n → ∞)
pk
1
1
pk (f ) = δTrue + δFalse (And/Or)
2
2

kL(f )+1
pk (f ) = δTrue (Implication)

Table 2 – Summary of the different notations and comparison between the different models
mentioned in the present paper

In the special case of implication trees, we completed the study of the model by considering simple tautologies, which is of interest in quantitative logic; the sprouting tree distribution again presents an unexpected
behaviour, since only a negligible part of tautological trees are simple tautologies when the number of variables tends to infinity (see Theorems 11 and 12), as opposed to the Catalan tree and Galton-Watson tree
distributions.
A natural question then arises: why does the sprouting tree distribution have a degenerate behaviour,
widely different from the behaviour of the Catalan or Galton-Watson tree distributions (and from the uniform
distribution)? Which property of the random trees can explain these differences?
An empirical explanation can be guessed from Section 4: we saw there that the sprouting tree distribution
behaves as the fully balanced trees distribution studied in [FGG09] (recall that a balanced tree is a complete
binary tree whose leaves are all at the same level). Indeed, Theorem 7, 8 and 9 still hold for fully balanced
trees; even more, due to the continuous time embedding of the sprouting tree, the proofs developed in the
present paper and the proofs of [FGG09] are very similar. In a forthcoming paper, Broutin and Mailler
20

enlighten this similarity by proving that any saturated tree (tree whose minimal distance between a leaf and
the root tends to infinity in probability when the size of the tree tends to infinity) induces a degenerate
asymptotic distribution on Boolean functions.
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